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We also offer a solution to the proponents of metal housings, with the 
ANKER Universal Cash Cassette UCC, which fi ts in the well approved 
ANKER principle. The assembly of the outer housing is performed in 
the established manner, on a base plate. This allows easy dismantling 
for cleaning purposes. However, in contrast to our plastic cassettes, the 
base is delivered without any electronics, as they are installed in the outer 
housing. Upon request, the assembly of the outer housing is also possible 
without a base.

The UCC is directly opened electronically by the cash register system. 
The outer cassette is available with a quality lock or completely without a 
lock. For the inner cassette, a quality lock or a turnkey are available. The 
turnkey is a keyless version, with which a bolt in the lid can be engaged, to 
close the inner cassette.

Technical dataMetal cassette according to the
ANKER principle

ANKER Universal Cash Cassette UCC

Inner cassette 
with integrated lid

Width 
460 mm

Height 
100 mm

Depth 
169 mm

Weight 
4,84 kg

Interface 
compatible with 
all systems

› Flexible confi guration of the coin 
and note compartments

› Inner cassette with integrated lid

› User-friendly with a removable cable

› Removable outer cassette: a plus 
in terms of cleanliness
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Versions

Base plate

Outer cassette and fi tted inner cassette

Fitted cassette

Locked cassette

Reliable at every POS
The extremely light inner cassette of the UCC made of plastic has an 
integrated sturdy lid. This makes the tedious handling unnecessary, which 
would have been created with a separate cover. Additional separate inner 
cassettes are available for changing cashier personnel. The removal and 
insertion of the inner cassette is made signifi cantly easier for you due to 
the integrated and retractable carrying handles. The handles are attached 
to the side, which ensure optimum weight distribution and easy removal 
of the insert.

Longlasting and user-friendly
You can mount the outer cassette directly onto the cash counter or lock 
it in using the previously mounted base plate. This attachment of the 
outer cassette is ideal for simple and quick exchange and straightforward 
cleaning. This ensures a plus in terms of cleanliness and servicing of the 
product. The cable of the UCC be easily and economically removed.

Ergonomic benefits
The coin and note compartments, as well as the separate voucher 
compartment, can be confi gured by you within the inner cassette on the 
left or right, as you wish. This improves the workplace ergonomics and 
provides more security at the cash counter, as the inner compartments 
can be positioned at larger distance away from the customer.

Colour 
RAL 7021 
RAL 9002

Voltage 
12, 24 V

Closure 
with lock/ 
without lock

Material 
galvanised steel / 
insert made of 
ABS plastic

Find out more:

www.aks-anker.com


